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CELL PHONE FACTS:
Cell phones emit Electromagnetic Microwave Radiation (EMR).
Whether EMR is exposing you to serious health risks, including
brain damage is still being hotly debated. The cell phone industry
says there is no proof of danger.
And yet, years of research suggests otherwise.

Clean, Safe EMR Protection
When you talk into your cell

For Your Children’s Health!

phone or your cell phone ear piece, your voice
is transmitted from the antenna as radio frequency radiation
(RFR) between 800 MHz and 1,990MHz - a range equal to the
middle of microwave frequency. Exposure to this microwave
RFR may have serious health consequences.

Every cell phone model sold in the United States has a specific

Improve Antenna Signal

measurement of how much microwave energy from the phone
can penetrate the brain. Depending on how close the cell

Enhance Battery Lifespan

phone antenna is to the head, between 20% and 80% of the
radiation emitted by a cell phone is deposited in the user's

Defends Against

head. The EMR Defender emits a powerful protective shield of
neutralizing, balancing and stabilizing energetic signatures,
which protects from EMR radiation for one full year!

For More Information Contact:

SOME HEALTH EFFECTS LINKED WITH EMR’S

• Depression
• Loss of Energy
• Irritability
• Weakened Immune System
• Inability to Concentrate
• Memory Loss
• Chronic Fatigue
• Headaches

www.YourNextWaveAffiliates.com
.
Info@YourNextWave.com
.
949-542-6332 Mon-Fri, 9-5 PST

Non-Ionizing Radiation
Cell Phone
EMR Defender

We develop technology that works for you!
A CLEAN AND EFFECTIVE WAY TO REDUCE CELL PHONE NON-RADIATION RADIATION
Most cell phones give you access to your battery pack. Simply attach the EMR Defender to the front or back.
For cell phones like IPhones and other restricted access areas, place the EMR Defender directly on the back of the
cellphone. Replace once every year.

CELLPHONE POWER TECHNOLOGY

www.YourNextWaveAffiliates.com

The Cell Phone EMR Defender provides additional

Battery: Cellphone EMR Defender is powered by Infusion Technology that stabilizes the cell phone’s battery

battery lifespan between charges so you can talk

between charges. This is achieved by a patent pending process where the material is infused with a set of

longer, also provides a signal five times greater than

frequencies that makes the cells of the battery enhanced with additional energy.

your cell phone’s antenna thereby improving voice

Antenna: Cellphone EMR Defender provides a signal 5 times greater than your cell phone’s antenna thereby
improving voice and data reception. Designed for portability and mobility; get better reception in your home,

Infusion Technology that aids in counteracting the

office, car, parking lots, hotels and airports.

PROTECT YOURSELF FIRST

EMR (electromagnetic radiation) Defense: The Cellphone EMR Defender is programmed with the same

• GUARANTEED TO LAST ONE YEAR.

Infusion Technology that aids in counteracting the effects of radiation. This neutralization process reduces the

• FITS ANY ANTENNA STYLE.

damaging effects of radiation that emits from your cell phone in the form of non-ionizing radiation.

• ATTACHES TO ANY BRAND.
• USE ON DIGITAL, ANALOG PHONES.

and data reception. It is also programmed with

effects of cellphone radiation.

SPECIFICATIONS

Thermal imaging test of the Cell Phone Defender

The Cell Phone EMR Defender was designed to
stabilize the battery between charges by a patent

• NEW IPHONES AND OLDER STYLES.

pending infusion process, thereby improving battery
lifespan, increasing antenna strength by five times
for improved voice and data reception, and aids in
counteracting the effects of cell phone radiation.

CELL PHONE WITHOUT PROCTION

CELL PHONE 5 MIN. INTO CALL

Cell phone ON without the Chip, 5 minutes

Cell phone ON with the Chip, 5 minutes and

into testing. The red and yellow coloring

30 seconds into testing. Chip has reduced heat

indicates heat stress to the skin cells from

stress to the skin cells (indicated by green and

exposure to EMRʼs exerted from the use of the

blue coloring on the color scale).

cell phone.

WE ARE A DIVERSE RESEARCH GROUP T HAT BRINGS THIS TECHNOLOGY TO YOU.
This product is manufactured and developed by AlphaBio Centrix, LLC
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Without protection incongruent
interference works against the
energy flow and slows it down.

